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1. HOME FIRSTThe thin canoe, a long plaster like a sword blade, slowly ascends to the bank of the Cuiaba River, to the rhythm of the six oars that drive it...- Up!... Up!... Up!... 2. Six brown sweaty torsos grow vigorously, while broad paddle mulchs plunge into greenish water... - Up!... Up!... Up!... 3. The man whose voice gives the rowers, noting the rhythm, is the Indian of the
Tupi race, tall, solid, reluctant, comfortable in an old red tree ... In his voice, Galeotes seems to have rekindled to be bealized majorsregour and their monigolic eyes, almost blue 4. Pure black, they seek the approval of a white man, sitting right in the middle of the canoe, with a cork elcasque on lanuca and a restless look walking through the images of the river where the jungle
piled up ... 5. - When we get to the population, what?...- Men atreremating well, master but strong current.- I asked you when we will arrive ... - Today's picture; If we don't get hit by the storm. 6. He looked at the long celestial cast that leaves the jungle free over the river, as if interrogating clouds of henchmen of the blackness of threatened rains and thunders... - Eight days ago
this trip. Eight days 7. climb this river, which doesn't seem to end again... - It's not the same as to lower the river than to climb it; Patience must be, patron.- Patience!... ... White Man SQUEEZED LABIOS 8. contain painful emotions, making him uneasy as he sums up the restless squeezes of a folded card in the back of his jacket pocket, and his eyes return to touring dark, green
hellenitoral, while the Indian returns with a cold nine. You hired my boat to take you to PortoNuevo and Porto Nuevote, which I'm taking.- It's there!... In those thatched houses you see playing on the sand?... 10. - No, boss. PortoNuevo is still far, much further ... - At the end of the world from what I see! At the end of the world, in the heart of the jungle, in the farthest corner of the
state of MattoGrosso; that is, in '11. Central America, in the jungles of Brazil unexplored and huge, rises inefect Porto Nuevo. Village of miners, gold diggers, adventurers, eager to tell their lives, despair; 12 in war. Open with the universe ... That's how it is presented in the eyes of the person who comes.- We come, patron... This is Porto Nuevo. Demetrius SanTelmo did not wait a
minute to go wrong joined 13 tips. pier, vacuum as if the air was not enough, sticky, moist and hot elvaho of the spantans, among which stands the village. He is a tall, thin, muscular man, extending his back and cuffs. Castle 14. brown hair, he falls on his forehead; eyes, deaero gray color intertwined, as if to acquire more power; By flax-en-government flax seen extending the
athlete's breasts, ysacudes long and nimble legs, tortured 15. Immobility What do I owe you? 16. - Take your money?...- and the rest for them... - God help you, patron. Wait a long time... but I never go down to Porto 17. New functions. Why don't you ask thetaberna?... The Indian again stormed the canoe, signaling theremers, indifferent algesto de Demetrio SanTelmo, which
stretches to the 18th hand, as if wanting to have them ... - Up!... The boat is leaving. They continued the flow without looking at a man whose face seemed grim at the time. Mysterious Indian aunaquel e 19. The Parael company was indifferent... Now he turns to look at people with a terrible sense of sunken loneliness. It is hardly possible to give yourself to noble bararahons
scattered to the river bank, to two dozen shacks 20. Adobe, which are located in the center, at the back of the Plazapublica, where located face in front, as deaphating, are laiglesia and tavern ... - Puerto Nuevo ... After hesitation the aninstant went to 21. Tavern and again yourseds squeeze the red card into the jacket pocket as you dismiss the remedy to protect against the plea
that is in it ... 22. - Could you tell me someone where Erikard Silveira lives?... All eyes were stupor-enslaved in the newcomer, as if they did not understand him; But at some point per person in the center of the group; 23. Noble tall, muscular, fat, with an alcoholic rubicundafaz, which is more than taking a bottle that brings you closer to the bartender.- Are you the one who can
inform me, sir ...? Botel... Botel is an amine. And I'm not 24. because reporting denada to anyone. If you know him, I ask you to let me know. I just got to Porto Nuevo, eight days away, just to see you. Indian, that's 25. He brought me advice to ask in dumbtaberna.- No more times when Ricardo shared suwhisky with us. Go your own way ... and ask yourself elsewhere. We don't
care what happens to you. 26. Sudden anger fills the face of a stranger, but before the words come to life, before VIOLENTOademan goes to a drunken sequester, hand 27. Firm and gentle hasujetated by your hand... - You want to come with me, sir?...- Hey, !...- I ask you to come with me. I think I can give you the misinformation you need. Ricardo Silveira le 28. I've been waiting
for you... Come... Several steps were taken to be outside the tavern and Demetriomira with strange closed elchaleco, black jacket, neatly shaved elrostro and 29 eyes. calm, clear and blue, which are fixed with interest to him.- I saw him come down with lapiragua ... And you were at the door of the Church when you crossed the place...... 30. - Exactly?...- ... Johnsson and I were
your brother's friend?.... You mean it's not right now?... I'll take you to your brother's house after 31. we talked, and that he rested somemoments; You look very tired, my friend. Come with me... I live here near the Church.- It doesn't matter mycansancio ... If you know where Richard lives, tell me I'm you. I need to see him 32. Right away. I'm sure you're waiting for me to despair... -
It's not waiting for you anymore... What do you say?...- brother is dead. Have a drink, my friend... You drink, I beg you. A little whiskey falls very well at such moments ... As much as you show, I see how poor Richard was right to protect you, to trust you, to think that it would all be 34. different for him, if you were near him; I'm running late!... too much to !... It took me too long to
write this letter tonight. All my efforts were useless... 35. God did not want him to come!... God doesn't seem to look at the earth!...- calm down, my friend... I was my only brother, reverend. 36. - I know that more than her man knew that you were a father to him ... noobstant take him a few years. Eight, right? Yes... We were just the mother's brothers. That's why we have other
names.- Ricardo told me about this 37. For a few days of our friendship.- A few days?...- we were not friends as you will, while it is often thetaberna. Botel, whoever you are first was your inseparable companion 38. For nine long months that Ricardos was in Porto Nuevo.With him he found a mine, with the passage of days of ynoches drinking.- What do you say?... This man was a
friend of my brother?...- Richard was not the same as you 39. he knew for sure a lot had changed here in this environment, and didn't debaculate him too much for that. Great pain can also change a noble man, blind him, drive him crazy ... - Big pain? 40. Demetrius of San Telmo stood up again. His gorgeous figure seems taller, more reluctant, in the very comfortable salita of the
Reverend WilliamsJohnsson. There is a tremor of longing on his lips and almost overwhelmingly rejects the 41st. glass that the shepherd returns to offer you.- Forgive me, Reverend; I don't want to be in those memes. I need all the clarity of my spirit, I need you to tell me the truth... Big pain, 42. You said ... it was the great pain that brought Richard to New Sport? What taught him
about his work, his friends, his mother-in-law?..., his happy life in Rio de Janeiro!...- 43. - Only ambitious people come to places like this. They're still deor mines and diamonds like Ballel's. Those who change like me, win in most elcielo ... His brother Ricordo had a wealth here, 44. looked relentlessly for the mine that had turned him into a billionaire for months; but he left it all when
this letter arrived, a letter What kind of woman was that?... Finish it, ReverendWilliams, I ask you ... 45. She was a woman not ?...- Aescreus. One woman who made him look for a larikes who made him look for himself later, rejecting him when he called... - What are you doing to me?... I'm looking for 46. Richard's death by his own hand?...- the data I have about a particular
booming sonbastante. Just tell him I knew he was going to die, since I typed a mine in your name... - In my name!... 47. - All the roles are perfectly en inside and at my disposal. When he's hot, when he meets the force, I'll take him to his brother's abulgalow, on the outskirts of town. He's not too far away and even 48. all things are there. So my brother killed me?.... My brother died
for a woman!... Can I see his name, Reverend?... You want 49. tell me right now, on the spot?...- my poor friend... Her name, the name Deella I do not know. I suspect that only Richard could have made him and took his secret to the grave... His brother drank spantly; he then took 50 medicines. and painkillers to calm his nerves, pills, drugs ... that seio!... The strongest man could
not resist the arrival of complete exhaustion... - Surprisingly, !... It's unbelievable!... One lot is like 51. Richard, who seemed to have all the joys of life ... Just because you tell me because you assure me, I can believe that you are really everything?... This is... He told me that he had written to you and that he believed in being 52. you will come to ponder it, to eradicate it from here,
you will still find your will if necessary. His brother told me more about his energy and his resilience, Demetrius ... - What good is in the energy and resilience of 53. What doesn't he want? - Help him at least better to re-expose this great thought ... - My own feelings do not bother me, Reverend; But he... He... Everything was old, incomprehensible in his behavior from the age of 54.
who left Rio de Janeiro. He wrote me an absurd letter in which he did not even tell me where he was going... - I understand that he came from the captain's sinrumbo. On the train, he met Botel, who brought him Matto 55. Grosso, who dragged him to Porto Nuevo. Here she lived like a stupid man looking for a larikes, that wealth cried like impoverishment... - For her!... for a woman
who was grateful!... Tell me as much as you can, talk to me 56. clear, please reverend ... I think I crossed the country to approach him, that I came with the hope of saving my brother from the danger that he was talking to me on the map, those four lines of despair and disintegration. and I find it 57. Dead, dead as !...- coffee company... But there's nothing he can do to rehearse
the power of the destination and collect its momentum. 58. - I don't care who !..., value to this damned woman who cost my brother's life!... A what I want, all I need is to learn!...-, know ... Mmomento... This is what can be seen on the top of the hill. Slate roof. But I repeat that I would be serious... - Thank you for everything, Reverend... See you later. 60. He's gone in a hurry, and a
soft, smuvery voice sounds over the grass.- Little Father.- Hey! At the door, which for his modest church hall, there is a homeless muchachuela, 61. whose bare feet sing at him without making a steering wheel. Dressed in narrow-tune colors, the very blackcabellos are lecaen in two braids almost to the knees. On the skin of copper color, the big black eyes glow with reflection...
62. - Was he the new master, father?...- Yes. - Was the brother of Paulin?...- Yes?...-. But don't you go to stun him... He wants 63. be one, it must be one.- But there's my clothes... And my bed. And he loves Ricardo paid me a year ahead of me. With what he gave me, I paid for those necklaces. I have to pay for it by working for it... 64. - I would appreciate much more if you left it
alone: at least until tomorrow. He's going to stay?...- I don't know anything, Ayesha. without anyone succomposing it?... The whole house is 65. she's unarmed. As I throw the keys?...-, and you won't let me in... I'll ask him later when I go looking for him. Now come with me. You will do very well 66. listen to the sermon I vooy say in the afternoon ... completely abandoned,
proclaiming that no one inhabited it long; freshly painted squeaky color, surrounded by dearboles and a kind of tropical garden; and the last, the furthest, perhaps the poorest, the darkest sight, 68. the one in which the thickening slate seems to weigh on unpainted walls, is the one that inhabited Richardi, whose door frankly Demetrio de SanTelmo, every moment more contristed
alma ... 69. - And here lived !... Gerevery!! ... Here he was lugging a miserable life... out-?... Which?... In a small open pararmario, the jars add up; 70 remedies. against malaria, against tropical fever, against poisonous bites... - Here I see more than living, sick, abandoned... Here I break death, or I look at it, desperate already ... 71. - Good afternoon... - Hey what!...- Good
afternoon?...-, sir ... I live in a painted elbungalou... I am the wife of Dr. Botel... 72. - Ah!... After defeating Suamangura, Demetrio deSan Telmo repaired with great attention in a woman who entered almost immediately. She is young and not ugly, however suggestive of fatigue and prematurely than 73. bleach them with siens. Sad sumirada, soft sousmolada, replaced you in favor
of a beginner. I never thought Mr. 74. Botel was married, and we were with a lady. His opinion is very plausible, though not for my husband, of course.- Yes, it's the one who sent it... He's not back yet. But I charge you to go from the door and to clothes and 75. air, I don't think he was one of the many mine detectors, but something else... When I saw that he had opened the gates
of Ricardo's house and that he had come here, I was left without a doubt that it was his brother Demetrius who he spoke so much and 76. I finally decided to introduce myself ... In a pretty uncorrected way, but anyway... It's not like the city. And terrible for a woman like you, which I think. 77. - You can't imagine it. For the night you have to blame too much of your brother's
girlfriend... - my brother's girlfriend?...- Okay... You'll know the whole story....- I don't know absolutely. Reverend 78. Johnsson, who is the only person in town I have ever spoken to, was barely able to give me very vague data... I know that my brother was sick, that he made a hell of a life that desperate might even have sought death with his hand... And 79. I know it was all female
vanity. And the woman you look like to meet.- Oh, no... What portrait? -- Whoever was in the area. His brother deusted tore him to pieces the night before 80. received a letter, and since then he has taken care of nothing else. He drank and drank like a madman... He arrived at dawn, crawled... And I was still sending the girl to fetch her more whiskey from the tavern... But my
husband and pawns continued to work at 81. The place he pointed out and so they found lamina.- You tell me unbelievers ... - And you knew nothing about it?...- No my brother left Sao Paulo to work in his career, 82. To play an important position... - His career... - My brother was in a state of a richness. Didn't you ?...- he never said that.- He became a confidant of billionaire
CasteloBranco in Rio 83. Janeiro... One day he forgave his office; At night, talking to my husband, both of you, I heard him know something like that ... He wanted to be rich, his girlfriend promised to leave him if he got 84. Get rich a year; and the wine of Matto Grosso, he ate in cattle, he was among the dediamant searchers of RioParana; suffered from depaludism, malaria... His
husband brought him to Porto Nuevo... 85. - And Richard suffered everything, he faced everything for the unfortunate woman who had to be bought with the money ... Esinaudito, incredibly!...- His own brother is associated with him as it is, Mr. LordSan Telmo; But this woman is obsessed with it... I was hoping to make 86. Change... When the letter came... - Twice you have
already told me about this letter... Have you seen him?... have you read it?... you ever keep it, you said?...- you're going to marry someone else... who was already a millionaire ... 87. - Oh!...- brother drank like never did that night. From there I felt his screams, the noise he made when he smashed the furniture... Ayesha, the little lanedite who served him, came to my house and
said that the owner had gone mad... I'm 88. I wasn't there. I, with great fear, decided to approach. His brother was alone in the middle of the room, destroyed a portrait of ella and cried like a child in his pieces... - It's absurd, unbelievable!... 89. - He was waiting for you, but... I understand your sorrow, great sorrow for you. He was silenced by the impression of the eldolore, reflecting
the virilsemblante Demetriode San Telmo, and quietly looking at him, 90. as he bows his head, as under the relentless weight of de-grace to alzarlacasi defiantly afterwards ... - What was the woman portrait?...- Very beautiful, of course ... It's a beautiful winter. 91. Aristocratic, delicate, until some point it is clear that he was afraid to share all this work with his brother. For many
good families who grew up in the capital, it's worse than hell. 92. - But I do not empty him to chain him to snant in this infierno... - When the abundance of setiene is afraid of the crepe.- He never said his name to my brother?... 93. - Never... What was it supposed to do?...- It's indiscreet, but I understand that she loved him before... - Do you mean she was his sweetheart? ... 94. -
That's what I think... These are very delicate things; Of course I don't have security. But the secret esemism in which his brother kept his name, even if he drank until it made little sense, it points to something, doesn't it?.. 95. - His assumption was very shaken... And that was the only thing that the lady in the portrait was missing; be, besides everything, womanliviana ... ! ...- San
Telmo ... - Forgive me ... I'm original until I'm an excerpt of my words. But I assure you that ... Oh, look at you!... ElRivereddo... The shepherd went to the door, the grave and the serenity as ever.- Not alarmed, Mrs. Botel. I came to find Mr. San Telmo because he wanted to spend time at my house and make me 97. Honor to accompany me to dinner time ... - You are very kind,
but ... - I hope you have not deabbered me. We will wash together in unrato...- Reverend ... Don't think I've come to a good time... I am... 98. - Botel has left fistaberna and will soon arrive. You'll be sure you won't find her.- She's already out?... Contact you... I'm leaving more tenants leaving you in the house, Mr. Sun 99. Telmo... If I can serve you something...- Good afternoon ...
It's almost gone, while a little compassion for lip surgery.- I hope you won't have an over-crushed 100. Ms. Botel's visit from... She is a good woman whom he tyrannizes without mercy. Sometimes he talks more about it; but... now he spoke less than I wanted to hear... Your words and yours only gave me very serious confidence 101. that everyone doesn't know and you don't think
it's better?... what about feeding you maids to call you?... 102. - Unfortunately, living will noles alimente.- It would be better for you to cede the right mine to some bank and eliminate with all this. It will be very easy for you; Lamine is delicious; hasoro sell and scrub ... 103. - I'm not interested in mine ore. I would only find that money worthy of unemployment: Lavenganza.- Please!...
You here... Against the woman we've named?... 104. - It is not impossible to have a veero-like of it. I know she was young, that she was beautiful, that she belonged to a better society in Rio, which is offered by billionaire CasteloBranco. It was for two years the world of my 105. Brother... He seemed to be living happy. She gave that pave fortune, she brought him closer to fame?...-
, to help him later in infierno ... I'm afraid of your research... That's 106. madness to think of revenge ... Do you think my life is not ruined?... do you think I can live after 107. all this?... What can I do about this money?... No Reverend Johnsson... You're from a different race, a different race... He was conscayed to divineism and did not understand what was going through my soul.
But I know my life is no longer 108. But how could it be worth it? I don't know.- His claim is from the aubsurd. Even if it is, as you say, from a different blood and from another race; I'm a man, and I'm young. 109. I felt outraged by all this. I believe, like you, that a crime like this woman should be killed; but I leave God in the care of all venganza, allcastigo ... Someday his justice will
catch up with him; one day I'll cry for 110. all the tears he shed, one day he will suffer that Richard strangled ... - You can be sure of it, Reverrendo Johnsson. The book version of PADREWILLIAMS is a young man..... and be Protestant, not Catholic, 111. it is possible for him tomarry and still serve thechurch (the same actorplayed him in both TVversions, years apart). So it was
he, whom Denetrio sees as a more serious opponent than elfrancesito, who knew Monica's father (112. more comic characterthan our Andres). - Discard those ideas that hurt you... I need to see him alone to put in his hands a lot of things that belong to him. In this briefcase is his brother's paper, 113. Some jewelry and a handful of pure gold nuggets; they are laminated and
belong to them austed. It's worth a few hundred reis items... He opened a small leather briefcase for tumo to 114. extracted from the closet. Demetriores' eyes indifferent to thick pieces of gold, they stop quarterly instant about his brother's clock and ringing, and some are up to hand to take over instantly. 115. - Scharf sheds... Her, yes... deella!... He squeezed him into a rage. It is
a small silk quadrangle, soft and remotely funmatic; and on the edge of the lace, the initial ancha, which is 116. nailed to the disciples Demetrius San Telmo, as if wanting not to trust him. Reverend Johnsson bows, asking: What is it? Small... A lace handkerchief. Pretty unpacked for 117. point me to the path of revenge!... SECOND CHAPTER-No Johnny?... ... You kill me with a
laugh with these projects ... 118. Now six hours at the magnificent end of the day, servants clean up the remnants of sekulelinde and immaculate silver, while at the roundabout of glass attached to the terrace, two girls and a young man chat with joy and impermanence of 119. You always laugh at all Johnny's projects for work. You're wrong to say it wrong, Veronica... - I just don't
believe in the firmness of your work goals, and if I allow myself to spend 120 on it. some jokes ossolately to stimulate it. I know you're always right, Veronica, I'm not really a man of work; mudemasiated life, labelleza, I like 121. too much to see elcielo, sea... And the eyes of some women... - Lestter! -- The wonderful eyes of the women of my land. I am a person who usually has
this sun and this climate that was not made to be exhausted at work, 122. accumulate gold bars, but enjoy the life that many aretrevan areprocharnos us.- You know what I think is exactly the same queet; But we're shocking Virginia. 123. SHE AHORMIGUITA, WHAT IS IDEAL DEVIDA TO FILL WITH EACHINSTANT TREATMENT.- Not so much; But even if you're making fun of
me, I like being busy. enough myself, and I always read that laociousness is the mother of all vices.- It may be; but she is also the mother of all refinements and all the prerequisites ... In laociousness we dream and I believe that there is nothing 125. Better than dreams, cousin Mia.- Bravo!... That's how much I love you defending our cause.- Johnny always challenges everything
you want, and he does what you burn. I am someone who is always more ... Come on, fool!... You're serious about the joke?... No one criticizes her painstakingly; But we have to justify our laziness.- Oh, Veronica !... I think you've done enough... 127. The so-called Veronica smiled, discarding the beautiful head of the perfect Greek profile. It's really very beautiful as far as, ignited
by passion, suppressed eyes seem to show. Soft andulatedcabellos 128. they are bluish with clean black, black eyebrows and eyelashes, as well as pupils of a deep burning look; themejillas pale and healthy, and mouth, sweet and fresh as a magnificent fruit ymaduro it gives 129. a sense of domination, fire, passion; from his gentle movements, full of little voluptuousness, to the
allied grace with which his head is reached.- To be as sweet as Veronica, I must be a neighbor... 130. - You're also very close, Virginia. Back in Virginia, Juan deCaselo Branco's expression changed. It is a gesture of brotherhood, gentle and effective, like the main brother, which emphasizes when you see 131. blushing finorstro isexquisite lines, becauseVirginia de CasteloBranco,
cousin of Johnny Veronica, is also very beautifulmany; small, fragile, with big light eyes, gilded, with a short mouth and 132. Fine; He has a childish thaw from some of the esporcelans and angelic charm of childrentristes. Sometimes, in contrast, the spark is whipped, the brightness of the avoluntad, the force of 133 passes through his dark eyes. Unexpected; but almost
immediately the shaded sides of thick eyelashes, they come down, hiding that spark until you turn it off.- I know you don't like it... - But, baby, you're a little thing! 134. - I realized from day one you came. Looking at Veronica, you're blinded... - Well... - Of course I can't blame you. Veronica is a charmer, and I disapprove of nothing, almost nothing... - What are you saying, the
daughter of my soul?.... 135. Ms. Sara CasteloBranco appeared during the arch, sharing a room lauroton. She is a tall, imposing woman dressed with elegance and still retains the remnants of beauty that was supposed to be remarkable. His view is 136. She passes restlessly through her son's elrostro, glides coldly over the frightened figure of Veronica's sorronia, who gets up as
she enters to get married, then confuses tenderness in Virginia,137. I'm not worth anything, but if you love me, not Aunt Sarah?...- I love you and we'll all have you in Esstacasa, we appreciate you in everything you stand for. I don't think there's anyone 138. able to tell you about it. His gaze became as he looked at Veronica, who smiled with a short smile reassigned. Probably 139.
You used with it some of your squeamishness, or those more questionable kidneys you usually use. You know, Virginia's sensitivity is too much, and how it bothers me I'm not told anything that might demoratize it. 140. - You're unfair, Mom. Veronica didn't do absolutely, she didn't say anything that might kill anyone -- Johnny's protest.- I know more than you Veronica... Be a
dream... 141. - With your permission, Tia ... Veronica !...- to leave!...-- No, Mom; I can't leave her. You spoke to him in disjointed, if you are a motive, no reason. This was for me where Virginia 142 responded. When you walked in... It's over!... Don't call him. Don't take revenge on his way, TiaSarah; Don't tell him anything, I don't want anyone to remember me. I don't care if they
don't like me anymore... 143. You Love Me Stop it! - Veronica ... I want to ask you to forgive my mother... - Oh!... 144. Veronica turned slowly as she listened very close to the voice of Johnny CastelloBranko. It is located in theextreme granterraza, which gives on gardens, breath thick aleir, loaded at the end of May, and 145. it still seems more magnificently beautiful in the blue
sky than in the roundabout of crystals; though there is a shadow of sadness that watches his great eyes, deep and fiery.- I treat you badly for no reason. 146. - Don't worry; What are you going to say?...- nothing to corrupt you, Johnny. In sympathy and dislike is not sent. I've never been lucky enough to thank Tia aSara...- It's amazing. Why? 147. - Virginia has always been a sub-
aufferary; from that morning when I lived ten years came to lay the bread of this house, where I had already given my refuge and refuge ... - There is nothing more natural, your father was the cousin of the child; 148. comrades and friends from the children. I heard him say: his comrades are deelocuras and skulls. My father was destroyed because he wanted to, according to ... He
threw away money full of love, viviologically, was prodigal with his fortune and with his 149. life and he died in three years in a duel for womanvulgar ... - Who told you?...- Everyone knows in Rio de Laropria Tia Sara with lahistory conto more than once 150. Almost in my presence when I was a kid.- It's an unforgivable unflappable !...- why should it be unforgivable?... She could not
suspect that my precocity would guess her semi-words, veiled allusions. Then do it all, 151. As ?...- before Virginia came, my girlfriend loved me more... Then of course you went through his sweetness with my sharpness, his diplomacy with aggressive myfranqueza, with 152. his painstakingness with mypenacity, my character and imprisoned with his tenderness and gentleness. it
is natural for Mitia to choose the meek creature that separated her whims without protest, preferring her larebelde and bold than my 153. My father knew me to be. Do you want?... I have a lot of defects and tiaSara does not want to forgive me ... - I find it enencanting ... You're the most loving person I've ever met 154. in my life. I know what I really am; don't fight cunningly, I don't
want to shine with Virginia paragani heart tiaSara. Besides, I was given time... - Yes; I know you almost went to school, 155. While Virginia was resting at home.- She was always delicate in health; Unfortunately, his instruction didn't do much with that. Instead you... 156. - I went to the most severe dedisciplined school he could find in the capital; Sarajuzaba made a fool of me. I
had to learn, it's not a great thing on my part. Mea compassion and for sports, for piano, and 157. I was very happy there; Mesmaestras revered me.- Everyone who relates to you should appreciate you, love you, Exaggerate. For several reasons or for you, my departure, the school was late. When I got back to this house, it was weird, and 158. Virdzhina pampered girl... Also,
you've seen it; It's soft, nona, mimosa, and it's enough to break a tear in Tia Sarah's arms so she can do it at any time. His whims sound in this house, if you notice... 159. - I suppose my father will know mmenoscompens to you ... - The guy is very good, of course, he is always busy. Ever since you're here, we love more. I'm glad I saw you 160. My engineering career, which you
talked about before, served me only to make locks in the air. Almost ten years out of the house, coming on holidays in which we agreed. 161. - No... Leah would always prefer to Iapprovech summer courses. In them learn languages, perfect little lamusica, learnatacion, fencing ... After all, the idea wasn't bad. 162. - Fencing?... You know, I feel like ?...-, when you want, but I warn
you that it's not worth it, it's not such a thing. 163. - What about the ppara riding this afternoon?...- Gorgeous!... As long as we don't fall behind for dinner.- We'll be back whenever you want. I'm going to have to ride your night ball and myo. 164. - Wait... Maybe you should inviteVirginia; He asks, at least if you want to join us.- The trip is very bad and immediately get tired; She
wants to go for a working car pass and if you leave her hysterical. 165. - If we don't invite her, we'll enjoy Tia Sarah.- Prosecution with all responsibility. I'd rather walk away without saying a word to anyone... 166. - Sometimes it seems to me that you dodge me, that they are afraid of the masses.- But what a folly!...- If you knew how toadivina me ... If I were able to tell you... It
stopped, as in other times, until 167. acknowledging the amorescape of the lips, as if against the backdrop of Veronica's eyes, black yards, as the two knows about the extra-strong, was something that immediately fascinated him and leespanta.- What?... 168. - Nothing... I would like to know what you think, I would like to know at the bottom of your soul that contemptuous soul that
I fear I will never understand ... - You incorrigible, Johnny ... 169. - I warn you that I amarchus in five minutes and then I have to wait for you ... - Any man runs away to dress and undress five times in a moment that any woman will change. 170. - You are all unpsychologue!...- And you are the most noble being. You're like a soldier in Rio... - Well, from the Riotodo sun they say
bad... They say it burns too much. 171. They crossed the terrace together. Young, good look, outstanding, Johnny deCastelo Branco does not play on paper next to the gorgeous girl we denegris hair and skin color That's why, from the glass door, 172. eyes follow them full ... DeVirginia... - Admiring life... Already, Aunt Sarah. Everyone gets in Veronica's way when I park Johnny;
That's why he's doing his best to get away from me, and after 173. It's natural. He, when he is with her, does not miss anyone ... - Come on, do not say stupid things ... I know you've read a lot for tuprimo; But if you, the detonat, do not go with him and talk to him ... - What siella is going to do?.... 174. - Ah!... You? I mean... who finds things different from her, speaks to her in such a
way that he has nothing but to look at him, and suddenly Johnny goes after her as she is natural and I shake myself. It's been a long time. 175. - Well, when that happens, you'll do me a favor to go quietly, let them go... Nofaltaria more! - So I can be offended?...- They won't do it to you. My incapacitated sons... 176. - But nothing. I assure you, I'll fix this room. But without telling her,
Tia Sarah ... Then she says you scold her for me and take me more rage ... - Take as much frantic as I want, but 177. That he's behaving with you, how he should behave. I haven't seen you... 178. - Now, now!... Johnny was put in for lunch before dinner, and if we go back, we'll upset Sarah. Theodore CasteloBranco, 179 years old. door of his office, wrapping his bellisimasobrina
into a kind of paternal pride. Dear, angry, arrogant, despite his years, he seems to be the right figure to be in marcose'or ial that 180. kind of palace that will inherit from hissed. Mayorazgo, of a noble family, wears with equal ease Suablengo and his millions, and smiles with gusto, while considering every nutritionist of the white demontar costume as much as 181. superbly
enhance the figure of Veronica ... - You could serve unmagazinne. I think the scoundrel Johnny will be happy to be able to look like a partner like your city. 182. - Naturally, I am delighted, Dad... But I'm a lot more of an allegory than you are. I like to take Veronica where I can just look at her. Veronica is the most beautiful laflor 183. I think it's exactly the same as you, Dad. Tell me
what's going on late.- Kiss me, hijamia, and if it's tont 184. He's not capable of getting madrigal, swapping it for your old man... - You heard Johnny?... In your own home you have a rival!...- God will put you in charge. And don't come 185. I'm late so I don't Sarah off. They are gone, but the last words of thio have clearly reached the ears of Mrs. Sarah, who fits with a gesture... -
What is going on? 186. - Nothing woman, no passer-by.- To Seeing them in this costume is a need for more pregunetar ... Just ride a horse.- Hiding. 187. - They're not hiding since I just worked with them and they told me Dondo van.- They didn't even think Virginia would like to accompany them... - I probably don't care about them. He always ride horses. 188. - I'm sure you
weren't told anything. Stop fooling around, Sarah. Veronica knows how much you and the spasm can't be delagraded from Virginia.- That's why I must have dared to give it. I'm 189. Realized that they never think about it.- What I suppose would produce complaints mimosa Virginia; but at the end of the day, it's natural...- Naturally, that?...- what they would like to be alone. 190. - I
don't know why it would be natural!... That fool Johnny! Stupid?... And he touched a beautiful girl in Rio de Janeiro?... Of course he got it in his own home... -- He chose!... ... So you think it's 191. It's great that Johnny is flirting with Veronica... - No. I think that would be very bad. I think they're getting together and getting married... yes! After all, what more can we wish for?. Of
course, Johnny is 192. I could choose between the richest heirs of a countryman; but there is a lot of money for the kids at home ... - You've seen yourself forget about our lives... - Why do you think that? I never thought of 193. Leave. If her feelings lead her to marry a man, she will have my material support... - Already... handout; while whoever marries Johnny... - Whoever
marries Johnny will own this house. Johnny is 194. perfect right to choose your companion and let's thank God if it is Veronica; it is a creature that is like a flower to which so many features so many... - How wrong are you with it!... Like blind people when 195. Try to judge the woman! That's enough for them to be pretty sorry for her everything else... Well, listen to what I'm saying,
Theodore: Veronica won't be Johnny's wife until I invite him. I won't put up with this for the rest of my life... 196. Marry the person you want to be !... I don't mind the two of you, what the aidamaterial you're saying; But she's the Virginia Alagel I'm prepared to be Johnny's wife. 197. - Virginia angel, I can't deny it; but Johnny we are trying to marry a woman... - Theodore! Please, let's
not argue any more... After all, it won't be you or me who's 198. Solve. It's Johnnyism, the only one who had to decide! In a small mezzanine silkrect'ngulo, at the very edge of the lace, opens the original large, wide as a sign 199. defiantly suderecho property over a small garmentfemenine, which so many times has already squeezed already fingers demetrius, in the hours of
pounding nightinterminable ... 200. - Woman whose name begins with V... Luxury lobastante woman use staclass headscarves... If the spirits could But the spirits are too weak. A 201. vague memories, and references to Demetrius framed in a bitter grime, which wants to be a smile, inattentive, how many narrow handkerchiefs Richardaquel among susmanos, however of course I
wear his asus lips, dreaming that 202. It was the white hand that got it, and something of this woman, so absurdly upset, swam in helpless spirits... - Pain pain ... suffering of fumimy... Tears by 203. tears I have to pick it up. A small step forces him to raise his headorprendido to find an almost childish, dark and smiling face.- I'm the patron ... Ayesha? It's a clear day, boss. What are
you doing here?... What do you want?...- I was your brother's maid, the boss; and I will keep you in everything you command.- In order and purity of this house 205. Well, I can judge your unsuitability for living... - The house is dirty and deregulated, patron; but it's not my fault the reverend who didn't let me in after they took patron Ricardo. Little stone snevered, said you'll go in
206. Sleeping and eating at home, and whoever is rattling against those who lie, has not told the truth.- Reverend Johnsson invited me to his house. And you slept in Esakam? 207. - I did not go to sleep in some part.- What do you want to unejune about? - Nothing.- If you don't eat you will never die from hammbre.- It's not your account... - For a whole year I've been spoiled.
Patron Ricardo paid me only on the 208th day. in the year when they celebrated the deoro nuggets of the mine. In Isaac's house I bought these necklaces... They're very cute, aren't they? It's gold and corals... This one has three bluediamantes from RioCaroni. Why don't you even look at them?... 209. You are very sad because Ricardopatron has died?... And... it was very good.
I've never had a Corrie like Botel and his maids.- ?...- your neighbor. He even beats a white woman he's married to. Whenever white men seem to be borrachan, they beat it to women ?...- they don't. What do you want me to tetraigate for breakfast? The village has pineapples and nanary, as well as milk 211. goat, and corn cakes. I can also make you coffee as they do in Sao
Paulo; I don't want anything; But don't go... If closer... do remember the portrait that was in this frame?... 212. - Yes. Ricardo's painting said she was very beautiful. I didn't like it... It I have a deantiptical face!...- did it?...- yes. Bad face ... very bad, don't ?...- I'm trying to get it to me... the color had eyes, scobells? In the portrait, what was not black was white.- Already... You don't
know anything. You can't tell me anything, no one can tell me!... Get out of here and leave me alone!... 214. - Will you love me beside you if I tell you things about a portrait woman?...- Do you know anything?... Tell me everything you know!... say!...- patron Richard laadoraba ... -- I know that.- And he sat wherever you are, 215. His glass, take Suvhisky and look at the portrait.-
Come on... And what else?...- Sometimes I talked to him as if he were a real person.- And what he said?...- good and bad things. Sometimes I called him a little cry; Others: adored; 216. Others have written many folds for her, you know?... And he sent me to drop the letter, that is, give it to the big-money boss?.... 217. - I gave them capers in your own hands.- I mean. What do the
envelopes say about these letters?...- How can I know?...- Can't you read?...- No, template. 218. - Have you ever taught one of these letters to anyone?...- as patron Richard will be angry. I always made sure that no one saw these trolleys... - I took every precaution! - Sometimes, when I was satisfied, I said all 219. A world that was going to be mad at her and I would have to
make it such a beautiful palace as the palace in Keell lived.- He said he lived in a palace?...- the palace marmolblanco, with gardens ported by the parties. 220. - You've never heard ?...- name, !...-im... And because of the ?...-, people you've never seen?... 221. - I called The Castle Branco.- I already imagined that!... But who else?? ...- No one else. Yes!...- maybe it will be called
this way... 222. - Anything is possible!... The noise in the portal's bad memories made him stand up...- Go see who's coming.- I'm San Telmo, and now if I come to make fun of him. I appreciate 223. Your interest in everything that remains But... - Come to my house. There, after a few days of calm, I can decide... - I have already decided. The day after tomorrow I'm a salumomo in
Rio-?... de-224 for that. you have to go so far, there are banks in Kuraba itself, which... - No. I'm not going to sell lamin; I want to keep it ... It cost too much. I understand that this will force me to interview Tel; But I'm going to arm myself with 225. If something is worth my advice, I dare tell you that you better discuss your part. Botel is a rude, arbitrary, cruel man. In this environment
moves like a fish in the water, yusted, not ... 226. - This environment is growing me more and more. I hope to learn how to move in myself as well as elpes in the water.- Botel is malenemigo.- I too, Reverend ... You can't even get on your feet until 227. I feel that my poor words don't do it right to guess it from a pathetic effort. ... - My resolutions are being adopted, and it would be
no strange of me to see me again here. Let's go. 228. - Little father... You tried to talk to him. They both turned heads. They came to forget about the presence of the dispossessed lamuchachuela, who from the corner to which he retreats when Rivendo enters, has 229. It's true. Ayeshaprete where he stays in his life to continue to take care of this house that belongs to his brother
as the land around him. He bought it from his first owner, who was 230 years old. I'm leaving here, and decomr-selling paper among the documents I've given you.- I'll keep this house as converge.- And for me as well?... Patron?... to mymen?... 231. - You?... Yes, the idea isn't bad.- It's better if you're looking for a job somewhere else.- Little Father wants to throw me away. I work
well, patron saint; You will see that cute, you clean your house when you return ... 232. - I don't want to be touched in this house, even to clean it up?... You can do whatever you want to do until you get angry.- Thank you, boss; you will be very glad that the day you let him take care of you. 233. question - If you want to talk to Botel, this may be the best time.- Hey!...- I believe it is
indispensable to be intreview if you are going to keep your share of 234. Mine. Look at him, Alava... Under the wing of a modern wooden portal house that attaches to the church is the residence of the Rev. WilliamsJonsson, the hand of unsteat man 235. Walking past, leaning down a narrow alley between the tavern and a few dilapidated unofficial establishments.- Are you going
to the tavern now? Not yet; just a debate from home. Now it's 236. It's a couple of hours in the office.- The office?...- Dr. Botel is a doctor and they lobastant meager in these regions, so exercise hisprofesion, even in the way makes it profitable. 237. - But it is absurd!...- at this hour it is often understandable. About eleven hours take the drive of the tavern and then if you can not find
it ... Although the last thing I usually miss is a professional instinct. He saved 238. I tell you all this because I want you to understand how these places are before you decide on your property here. 239. - Don't worry, Reverend; I know what you want and establish also what I want, what I will do. I'm going to talk to Botel. I hope that this afternoon I cross, down the river, the canoe
brought me here. I'm going to kill myself. 240. - I would recommend with Botel patience and contact.- I will have them.- And make you notice a curious circumstance. This is a heartless man who steals and deceives then, which makes them work worse than slaves, who looks like 241. hate humanity tends to respect the word used for white man. You can talk about it if you give it to
her. Until then, Reverend. My god! Jaime Botel barely had time to hang his old hunting head on the hanger, kicking out of this room chairs 243. narrow and low, he wants to go to his office deantesala and office; when he was surprised by the arrival of Demetrio deSan Telmo. Alcoholic couples seem almost It's no less in the shadow of facerubicundo 244. I need to talk to you, Dr.
Botel. I am Demetrius San Telmo; I don't know if I remembered that three days ago I spoke to you to ask about my brother's address. 245. -- If you said who you are, I would listen to you; but in PortoNuevo we have no reason to attend to the intruders who come or go ... We have too much here and one usually brings us well. Do you want to sit down?... 246. - Sitting, we will speak
calmer. I do not know if you will despise partners for my brother lavoluntad.- Ya ... And not for my taste, I'm very frank. My blood rose to my head when this fool 247. Richard said he would like to write his part in the mine name to you; but we did it because I gave him the word to write it as an elchiser when he gave me the data. I assume you'll tell me 248. You're going to sell your
stake to the bank. Then to the man? No one. You're ?...- moment you're just. Leave. I thought you could handle the operation, take the costs other than the canton, which you think is suitable for your personal work, and then give me half the profits.- Can you do something like this?... 250. - If you give me your word to do this all-word, I believe it will be the best system we can
adopt, at least for a while... - Naturally, I read my word; Peroagarde... Wait ... you put in 251. What did you just say?... Will you sign the contract?...- I have no business in any form.- And where should I send it from your side?...- you can trust it by turning Johnsson. 252. - You trust him very !...- I trust him and you, Botel. In any person you can trust.- He is right after all ... With cursed
women, this is the one that always comes out of one and 253. Brought... It's a good thing you're one of mine, not a fool like Bigard!... Poor fool to be dropped off.- Dr. Botel... - Don't make noise! I appreciated it. I would like nothing more than to see the ladamisela of her story, 254. here in Porto Nuevo, in the middle of my hand, damn it!... They do whatever they want from us, and
Alfin always go out. - Not this time, Botel... lohe swore at my brother!... 255. Demetrius of San Telmo argues that he is overwhelmingly worth it, while Botel's gaze is not omnipresent. Then, as I had to say too much, as if curious eyes doctor 256. I think you know some lawyer, some notary. They come as lasmoscasses to honey, a good slice they take 257. that we've plucked
ourselves from the ground without exposing ourselves or getting tired! Until recently, there was no need until Cuyaba had to write something down; If you want to take care of the details of the contract, you will be grateful. 258. - I'll send you On the spot. At three o'clock I'll meet at the tavern to sign it. I don't like going into Reverend Williams' house, and he'd like to see me there
less.- Until this hour. 259. - Wait... ? ...- Excuse me for the indiscreet question ... If I want you to know something ... 260. - Nothing from the cities. I will never take to his streets again; mefale air querespirate. Have a good time doing your Rio de Janeiro. I'm not interested in that... The canoe that leads to Demetrio de San Telmo now goes downstream; Theremeros don't seem to
make the slightest effort to enlarge it when it is located, cutting greenish water, solid and safe as anyone knows where it is going. 262. The Indian of the Tupi race, who is the patron saint of the labarka, does not mark, but very late, the rhythm in which broadstems must be sned, leaving margenes behind. Look at the white man sitting 263. at the bottom of lapiragua, very close to
him; he turns more tired, paler, darker, as if they were three days old, and look at a small briefcase placed at his feet, 264. as the most precious of his luggage.- You stayed a bit inPorto Nuevo, patron... I don't think I'd pour them over again anytime soon... I almost never saw them again, you'll find Eloro soon, won't you? 265. Now it is a white man who is not in charge, one who
stays in touch, close ties, and thoughtlejano. Now he will have to shine a faster current, plus 266. indomitable than the Cuiaba River. The struggle may be against societyenters, plucking a woman out of herexquisite and pampering life to destroy her, to paralyze her soul and return to her very water taking her as 267. trophy ... could you do it?... Haven't you dreamed of making
unimpossible?...- If you're in a hurry we can bogar all night. Men desquered ... - Yes. I'm in a hurry... I'll give you twice as much for 268. I will we am not happy with the rowers at dawn, and we will continue to swamp, unsightly you want to rest yourself.- No. I won't waste my time on vacation. I'd like to be in Rio de Janeiro by now. 269. - How far you go?...- there. He sighed,
scattering his eyelids, and a vision of the city emerges as lafinge of his desire, a clear and solemn night of May. Enlightened, happy, 270. noisy, sensual as a woman in a debacle costume ... organize to give labienvenida his son-in-law, absent from drowning for many years of training in a foreigner. And the estate seems to shine with a new splendor, between the garden that
covered the moon, and the large terraces of 272. Where's Johnny?...- where he's going to be... but dancing with Veronica, Toia Sarah? But she danced with you too, a little girl of myalma. 273. - Two parts... at first glance. When everything they were around Veronica and he wouldn't let him be born.- He'll come back, popcorn... I don't think I really like my son Johnny to see her
tansoldied. 274. - On the contrary. They say how many more boys there are in the press, it's more self-re sure. It's nonsense. A reasonable man always prefers to look like a moderate and demented woman. 275. From there they consider couples who turn along with a waltz, between the elsalon and the terrace, that it seems to be one of the favorite places ofVirginia and Donya



Sara.From there they consider couples who turn along with a waltz, and sell to those other than the hustle and bustle, 276. they descend on the wide-haired veredas deljardin, striving for the complexity of the environment for the word love that helps the lips. But a couple of queambas are looking for 277. kind of it's not in the big room or on the terrace...- I'm going to make sure
they serve dinner. I put the postcards on the ground, pointing out who they belonged to, and you were standing next to Johnny... - But Johnny didn't like it. 278. - You will be delighted. I'll like I do the coast. Are you coming with me...? I'd rather stay here, Aunt Sarah... - But if you hide, they won't go dancing, and you won't have fun. 279. - I'll dance later when Johnny wants to finish
me.- You'll see how you notice. So far, my little girl ... He stroked her like a girl before he took over. Barely left, the expression 280. Virginia is changing; crosses his eyes that square rarolampago and pushing the side door cristarlessale larotonda on the terrace to stop the garden with as fast as aslivian. 281. question - Don't you want us back in the house, Johnny...? We log in
immediately, if you like; But it was the night of the morning. Aren't you feelcalor there...? 282. - A little... But lam'sica will start to get dark, they will get to us.- The next piece of mecorresponde, and if not teopones, I prefer to spend it here in this wonderful corner of the garden where neither looks nor comments arrive where 283. You're pretty fragrant. I would like to guess you ...
284. - All I think is we should go back to the exit. Aunt Sarah will miss it when she dines, she wants someone to take the blame if something goes wrong next to her... - I think that's enough for 285. Butler and mistress.- Shut up for a moment, please... I think someone will. I'm sorry you interrupted them. I searched for you for an hour, Veronica, commissioned by Sarah's aunt... 286.
You know that lemolesta we notate for the invitees when he was home.- I suppose this is not Veronica the only one loaded with neglect of them; There were others in the house; You, my parents ... 287. - You lacked whose dish the party is, and Veronica, who comes most of the many...- Virginia...! It's true. What are you saying...? 288. - But if not You can say it where you want to--
You don't have to disso taste or resist me. I came to look for you, too, not for my taste, but for the thiasara to still get upset. 289. He says that it is time to serve dinner and that one of the servants cannot be trusted, that Macordom is one way, and ama dellama must be monitored. Now, if you don't want to go, there you... I'll go back and say tiaSara ... You don't have to tell her. I'll
go to the dining room immediately... With your permission, Johnny ... She left so quickly that Johnny didn't get it right. A perplexing moment, and he will finally follow her, 291. When Virginia gets a smile, she rests on her chest with both hands, holding her... - You're not going to leave too... In the dining room you don't have to.- But in the living room, if, as you can see; since
according to you only guests, 292. And since the party is in my honor, I'm the one who most has to be infected, right, Virginia? What do you say?... Johnny?... I do what I do?...- almost nothing. But Veronica lives restless, humiliated, as if they were chasing her... - Johnny!... How can you say one thing or the other?... Veronica favorites hers from all of them. 294. - I think, just the
opposite.- Everyone loves her more than me a hundred times... Servants.- Effectively... he noted that the servants wanted it and respected it like no other. For a reason.- Uncle Theodore Lydolatra. 295. - I also recognize that the Pope is impartial.- More than impartial; Like you, who don't want me either ?...-. tone in which you speak to me. You said it was my fault that Veronica
didn't treat her the way you wanted her to be treated... - I didn't say that. I'm sorry that you with yoursmimos, and mom with sucarinho exaggerated by you ... 297. - My God!... Do you think it's Sarah mequieredasiad, it hurts you that it hurts me that you want to protect me because I have veins?...- one, you are not alone, you are not uninsigning, Virginia, you are in your house
where 298. Everyone loves you, and they love you too. In the six weeks that he's been making me come back, I haven't seen a single detail to find yours. Mom encambio hard and she is incompatible with Veronica ... That's what I was talking about. 299. - Tia Sarah knows perfectly well who Veronica ... You're very excited, and Uncle Theodore too... - What are you saying,
Virginia?...- Nothing. You said something and something very delicate. Your 300 words. seems to be related to counter-faith action. Make it clear... - No. Yes, I do. I demand it.- Johnny ... I don't know if I'm bad or sisoy good; but you did what you 301. to clarify. You said I didn't even know Veronica, implying that's why we were hurting... - I didn't say that Johnny... You
misunderstood me. I swear I didn't mean anything against Veronica. 302. But it makes me angry that you love Virginia... what do you say? You're a blind porella... It blinded you. She's still blind. I don't want to wait... Go to the dining room next to Veronica and help him serve dishes... Follow 303. Behind her is like a dog... I don't care!...- Virginia!...- you're ungrateful!... ungrateful!...-
Virginia!... With agackele's dexterity, Virginia ran to the house, 304. Jumping deflores, crossing like lightning ladders and lands, get lost in the halls. And when Alfin Juan de CasteloBranco enters the house, his father goes out to meet him. 305. -, Johnny... I was looking for you... - I went out for a moment aljarden.- One?...- Well... - I tell you, because I saw Veronica in praise. 306. -
I was with Veronica ;p and Ero sent her to call. It seems that my mother takes care of all the decomposing work... - Help with rarity, but it is not so much. Your mother is a little tired of her commitments, like 307. Housewife and Veronica is doing very well. It's something you shouldn't know. Time to chat with her and be near her.- Not all quequisiera, Dad. There's always someone
who's flattering to interrupt us. 308. - Don't worry so much at what time you'll have. Now I've been looking for you because there's a young man who doesn't know anyone. I ?...- an engineer... He says he was introduced to you at the Casino late last night and 309. You gave me a card with yours!.... I remember. He asked a friend to introduce us. It gave me the imprint of being a
gentleman. We are talking about fencing, horses; Invite you to come any day... 310. I did not think that today it will be presented.- Perhaps it is advendizo with the desire to be allowed incommunity. I don't want to reproach you; But you made a little laliger. We don't have all the American customs here... 311. I understand that, in a long absence, I resold it; But in Rio de Janeiro we
are much more stingy to open to all the gates of our house ... - You're right, Dad. But I suddenly threw him sympathetically, I'm 312. he seemed so energetic, so determined, so firm... I love those opposing characters at the same time... Of course, he doesn't have it, and it's not necessary. They forced him to move on to measures, but invited him to participate in 313. Party. Ever
since he came, I've found it the most natural.- ien.- ye..., what's his name? - Demetrius SanTelmo. I'm going to get it.... HOME THIRD Demetrius is only located in the luxury office 314. the owner of the house. Sumirada walks through thick curtains, signature squares, art lasobras, luxurious bookmarks of thejoyas of worldly literature that add up to the highestants as an interesting
315. inanimate objects are patrons who may well be mudostestigos. He knows that when he sends his brother many hours, along with billionaire CasteloBranco, perhaps he crossed the same table, writes his letters 316. love to get low treasury, promises and words of tenderness. In this house there is an old manifestation for him. He looks at the windows that give aljardin and
then, crossing the wide stay, 317. he is under the arch of the counter door, wherever he enters. The glazed bulkhead, now open, gives access to the abundantly enlightened grancomedore. On a long table, midcene servants lay a juicy 318. cold dinner. Silver, porcelain, bakarata, orchids and roses are overflowing with Saxon vases; but nothing else steals the moment from his
gaze. From the first moment his eyes were fixed on the woman who always directs 319. movement of dens and his solapresence shakes him. He never remembers ever seeing a fuller beauty, more appealing, louder, at the same time exquisitely esysent, free ends we black 320. curling on the shoulders, whose subtle amber color accentuates the night shell, which shows red and
cosiness like flames ... Your vosges to... A rich, warm voice that sings to you in spite of you. 321. - Spirits that month, Genaro ... And you won't be able to serve a special sub-payment to the Swedish minister. For a moment, Demetrius San Telmono thought of nothing but the beauty of a woman, 322nd. And keep listening to this delicious voice... - We need another position,
Genaro... I think another guest last hour has arrived. 323. - Where I go, Miss ?... important man? I don't have a menoridea. Put it anywhere!... ... When he raises his head, he appears to encounter a man standing at gate 324. office, and hosts littleorprendida about the audacity of that offspring, such an arrogant figure ... - Good night...--Goodnight. Involuntary silence lengthens 325.
looking at him, looking at each other. It also seems to measure and evaluate it, under the impossible susmoking line. His gesture seems to him high, almost curled up in a firm fold of lips, squared duramandybula, in gray eyes look 326. inquisitive, in the clear, tanned front of Mato Grosso and San Polo.- Dispensem, sir ... I'm afraid I was 327. Immodestly. I think I'm a guest for the
last time who gave him a job demanding to put up postmas... -... - I arrived inadvertently throw away the party. I think taking too much of a hurry at 328. take kindinvitation coming some time to visit alse'or Juan de CasteloBranco ... - Anyway, I think it's the same.- I'm afraid I will abuse to pay the owners of this house. Although I would be amagnific than that 329. since I order you to
put in anypart, go to sidesuyo ...- Gee ... Johnny showed up soon.- Mr. San Telmo ... Thatusto let me find the office empty, I thought it was 330. marched youcansed to wait. I just got the word at this point that you were there. but I'm sure out of sympathy you were disproportionate ... - forgive me yourself. I'm afraid I was 331. immodest in the game, not only arriving on vacation, but
daring to leave the dispatch. I suppose the lady will be her sister... - She is my cousin. I'm going to introduce you to the ingeneral San Telmo Demetrium, Veronica ... 332. - Veronica ?...- Veronica de CasteloBranco.- So much taste.- At your feet... He bowed, suppressing the tremor with which his hand stretched out; amber-colored, 333. suavisimo contact where small pieces of
varnish shine ... As she misses and far away, the voice of Johnny Johnny's Johnny is The Veronica kindideal of the modern woman we talked about in '334. The club is the other day. Tears and horses could also be discussed with her. Elsenor San Telmo is a fierce athlete like us, and unenemorated in addition to the natural beauties of our country ... 335. - Then we will make
good crumbs... - And a real engineer, besides. He's made bridges and roads, and feels like opening tunnels and derribar mountains, I'm building more than with laimagination. 336. - So, he's the friend you need.- A true energy teacher, as I understand it. At the time of thirty-two he was already in charge of the great works, the fourth of them for free... For the love of the Fatherland.
337. - So, it's almost non-hero.- I tried to bear my debt hasstaahora, miss, and I was able to do as much as I suggested, no more.- And he says: nothing more. There's nothing. Do as much as has been suggested! 338. Hero I upload it to the category of magician, detaumaturgo ... - I settle for the life of it with all mealma ... From the door Virginia talks about it. 339. - Veronica!...
Aunt Saraesta is furious!... Why didn't you send to warn me that dinner was ready? Oh, get by, I don't know...- Mr. Demetrio deSan Telmo ... My primaVirginia de CasteloBranco... - So much taste... 340. - At your feet, Miss... I think I'm the only one guilty of a portrait you regret, and I'm asking you a thousand dollars for that. I didn't repair that you guys were... 341. As the word nods,
his curious hare-corrosion look was already a gallant figure in front of him to stop after Johnny Veronica, in one of the lightning bolts in which he seems to penetrate the blades ... 342. - Lord Johnny's guest that no one expected ?...- we were expecting him at any time, Virginia. You did very well to honor us that night. I think, Veronica, you'll be busy by now... 343. - I was going to do
it the way you do. Genaro... For Mr. San Telmo, put a seat in the stands. The food flew without any noticeable ununincide; delicacies and spirits 344. exquisite, impeccable service, exquisite music and guests once again filled the social note with the triumph of the old yaristocratic mansion of Castelo Branco. Now, while St. Paul's best war, he sesirve in tiny cups of 345. The
invitees diverge, forming groups or pairs with table tampons, which is why Virginia is secluded from Johnny's hand, while watching him goes uneasy to a secluded ampgulo, where 346. Veronica and Demetrius seem to communicate with the aftertaste and free from our friends... - You are very bored at dinner?... Johnny!...- Hey?...- you didn't listen to me?... 347. - Dispensation... I
was distracted for a moment. - Looking at them... - How?...- He is very handsome and very noisy, your friend, and besides, the last one who came, it is very important for Veronica... - What do you mean?... 348. - Nothing... It's a joke. But when it comes to Veronica or joke?...- you can be ok.- Virginia ... 349. - I'm not suggesting anything. And as for the weirder, more than what you
want, what you don't want to give?...- What you haven't received?... I assure you, feeling very little shortened, and I have no patience to decipher them. 350. - With me you have little patience, I know. You teviolent about anything I'm talking about.- Well ... Virginia... - I'm not complaining about you; about myself in the talkkas... Out of my luck, it doesn't give me the means to
disprove the enthusiasm of all 351 me. Can't we talk about anything?...- except Veronica, you're not going to tell me you're upset talking about it? I know you're interested in everything. Maybe I would ask, but 352. You're too hot, not ?...- I don't think I should ask anything about a man who lived as a child in my house. Veronica's life is good for a diafan.- Like a glass of glass... Look
at this. 353. Smiling, pouring very space, drop by drop, his thin poison, he took out of the hand an indirect cup of liquor, raising it to the height of the eyes ... - Devil's glass glass, you drank the needle several times and no one 354. You may notice. She could drink too, and her lips left no trace ... - !...- you're not stupid! Any joke for teenagers. I will drink what you left in the cup to
know their secrets ... It's 355, though. pretty clear. You're not mysterious.- And I also hate losenigmas... I understand that you were stupid and stupid, sometimes you could get upset about 356. Hers; but your revealed words envelop the passion...-Johnny! What are you thinking? Who do you think you are?... I love Veronica as a sister... I wouldn't say about it that I don't mean,
even if they meatormented... 357. - What you shouldn't say?... what it is?....- nothing... Absolutely not. Otherwise, there are coques that jump into view. Every boy who gets here again. You have to see his Porti and for this Mr. SanTelmo ... 358. - For me there is nothing to see, and as far as St. Telmo was posted, you know how I thank him for being kind to him, being my guest.
Sitodos with the coldness and indifference that you and Mom, a poor man 359. I'd feel very simple.- Oh?...-?... ... And next to me, right? I'm warning you, I'm telling Aunt Sarah. I knew it would be a lot for you to have cheese to transport me to during the whole meal... - It's not that Virginia?... ... 361. - You beg me. Probably afraid to also dance with me the first piece that they touch
after lacena, like escostumbre with the dining company ... 362. - I am always very pleased and very honored to dance with you, Virginia; but I confess that this kind of ritual, the ceremonial court with which the celebrations should take place in Rio de Janeiro. Yes... Sometimes it's decomposing derban... Veronica also comes into collision with what she calls social conventions. Of
course, always... Today, for example, I'm sure it's not a sacrifice for her, 364. dance now with tuamigo San Telmo, Look at them ... They are the first to wrap up the business, the ballroom... do want us to be smaller? When I finish the play, you change partners and that's it. You don't have to enjoy... 365. - Do you want to get me to open again that I'm not upset? - I would like to be
able to believe it. I'm so happy when you take care of my little girl... - Little girl! You're just a little girl! I'm wrong to take it to 366. it would be what you predict... I really think I'm going to do it. I'd rather let her unscrew him. Demetrio de SanTelmo crossed Elsalen without reaching 367. adapt to the rhythm that the orchestra signs to stop at extremeoposed next to the common arch
with larotonda crystals.- I think exaggerated, San Telmo ... - No. I'm doing it wrong, and you know it. 368. - I think he's only a little pracctica.'s not dancing for a long time?...- a few years ... I think I left university. Since getting the degree I've had a lot of work ... - Ok, if I was with fruit ... 369. - Professionally, you already nodded to your cousin; four free jobs and two low-paid jobs... -
Better for you if you can do it. Do you think nagging is a big advantage? 370. I can't turn black. With money, he buys almost everything, and first, personal freedom.- But not love... - Love - a very elastic word.... They insensitively entered 371. The view of remansoque forms a conservatory roundabout until it is dismantled next to a large stained glass window, closer to the terrace
that delsalon.- You want us to stay?... 372. - If you make me a dishonor giving me the time of this dance ... - It's up to you to fix it. I suppose you must also forget the old rules of the Portuguese laetiqueta that we have been at the foot of the laletra, in this house, since 373 years. DonPedro first time.- I'm already Like everyone else, performer Castelo Branco.- We must be
dedescending from theconquittors. As you'll understand, I'll buy 374. these things, I give him very little value.- I can already hear his cousin. She's a modern, practical woman. Believe in power, in power and in irrefutable gold... - I must not deny it. I'm going to have to introduce myself to your eyes better than 375. Yes, and my biggest flaws are too frank. Don't lie, cheat nidisicular...
- Yes!... However... - However, what? Nothing... I'd be stupid if I wanted to judge you, to believe that I might have a more or less accurate opinion of you. 376. A little over a minute ago we knew each other... - True, I confess, I did not pronounce this impression. There's something for me that makes my family feel good. I don't know if it's lavoz, laface features. You remind me of
377. Ricardo Silveira, will he?... His eyes were nailed to The Veronicas as twopu'ales when the dark 378s were illuminated. pupils and a smile on fresh lips... - Ricardo Silveira?... Effectively... Without appearing, they!...? ...- similar ... He lied to his nerves, 379. measuring and weighing each word as who chooses more than what was deemed mandatory in order to see a duel; But
Veronica smiles again... - He said he was his best friend?... He's saying he lost 380. track ... like all ?...- we say goodbye in Sao Paulo almost three years ago. It came full of illusions to work in Rio de Janeiro, which seemed more welcome about the land than the especially lauded dreamer Castelo Branco... 381. - Uncle very much appreciated him-- And why he ?...- to fire him? I
don't think he's going to take you away. My uncle said on various occasions that he regretted Richard's work. But not 382. Juventud can be blamed for having ambitions. If I wasn't rich, I'm sure I'd do my best to clean it up... - I don't think money can buy plush. I hate to caress people who sell 383. for money I despise them with all my soul... - Naturally, they are priceless. And I also
despise them, even if I don't take to give it a tandramatic tone. But you won't find it priceless that Ricardo Silveira felt 384. on nerves and in susangre pleasure of adventure, the desire to change your luck in a year or two, even for a few months, maybe. I just heard that the RiverCaroni shootout, maybe with 385. little luck to be done in less than one year... -- Some of them were
made, indeed; but they are absolutely more of those who are left in the jungle forever, devouring beasts, victims of malaria and malaria ... And a lot of 386. more times, from alcohol or from punaladatracionera to some partner, from one of those natives who are forced to work as slaves ... - Yes; Of course; elasunto has its risks. It can't be called an adventure if you don't novelas de
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